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NEW YORK, N.Y., June 26, 2013 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) -- Many people might be
shocked by this big news and more worried about their data security without the use of
Norton Ghost in the future. EaseUS, as an innovative software developer for providing
cost-effective solutions for data protection, today announced that it is the time to find a
Norton Ghost alternative to ensure your data safety. EaseUS Todo Backup Free: a free
Norton Ghost alternative is your best choice.

The Norton announcement: "An important update regarding Norton Ghost(TM). We'd like
to share some important information with you, our valued Norton customer. As of April 30,
2013, Symantec will discontinue sales of Norton Ghost."

This free Norton Ghost alternative is the reliable data backup and system disaster
recovery software for home users. It protects your important data and stores your content
with simple steps. EaseUS Todo Backup Free, wins a lot of awards from PCworld, Cnet,
Softpedia, ToptenREVIEWS, etc. is the most safe, reliable and easy backup software.

Why EaseUS Todo Backup Free is the best Norton Ghost alternative?
* EaseUS Todo Backup Free is a totally free software solution while Norton Ghost is not
free.
* EaseUS Todo Backup Free, to be your best choice of Norton Ghost alternative, wins a
lot awards and prize.
* EaseUS Todo Backup Free is very user-friendly and easy-to-use. Just a few steps for
whole backup process.
* Norton Ghost won't have any new functions in the future, but EaseUS has always
continued to improve and now it supports Windows 8.
* EaseUS provides highly-qualified customer service to quickly solve users' troubles while
Norton will stop its support on June 30, 2014.

Know more advantages of this free Norton Ghost alternative:
www.todo-backup.com/products/home/free-backup-software.htm
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